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Rap music has always been under surveillance, and the purpose of this article 
is to explore the most significant ways that the genre has been influenced by 
it. It begins with an overview of some of the ways in which surveillance has 
played a crucial role in the emergence of hip hop in general and rap in particu-
lar. It then uses a close analysis of 2Pac’s track “Can’t C Me” as a point of 
departure for a broader discussion of the way many of rap’s lyrical, structural, 
and thematic features can be interpreted as a response to the perception of 
being watched. As this article will demonstrate, despite rap’s ostensible empha-
sis on visibility and recognition, these features indicate a countervailing strain 
in rap’s aesthetic, one that favors invisibility and anonymity.
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Introduction

On March 9, 2004, The Miami Herald broke a story titled “Police 
Secretly Watching Hip-Hop Artists,” which revealed that the Miami police 
were secretly watching and keeping detailed dossiers on hip hop celebrities 
who visited South Florida (White & McDonnell, 2004). As the story spread 
nationwide, it became clear that Miami police were not alone and had, in 
fact, acquired most of their intelligence from a rap task force within the 
New York Police Department. This task force, created in wake of the 
unsolved murders of 2Pac and the Notorious B.I.G., began compiling intel-
ligence on well-known hip hop artists, often by keeping them under hidden 
surveillance while they were in New York City. Officers on the task force 
even created the now famous “black binder,” a 6-inch-thick compendium of 
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dossiers on well-known rappers and producers—complete with photos, 
license plate numbers, and social security numbers—that they distributed to 
other police departments across the country. In 2005, retired cop Derrick 
Parker, the self-proclaimed founder of this task force, was featured in a DVD 
called Black and Blue: Legends of the Hip Hop Cop, which details the sur-
veillance practices of police who were indeed following rappers throughout 
New York. Parker released a book in August of 2006 on the same topic 
(Parker & Diehl, 2006). Another film, Don Sikorski’s Rap Sheet: Hip Hop 
and the Cops, released in July of 2007, expands Parker’s focus to include hip 
hop performers nationwide and the extent to which they are—or perceive 
themselves to be—under surveillance by local and federal law enforcement. 
He is also working on a book that traces federal law enforcement’s interest 
in, and monitoring of, the rap industry.

The relatively recent mainstream focus on the surveillance of rap artists is 
even evident in the Congressional record. On November 2, 2005, former 
Representative Cynthia McKinney of Georgia introduced HR 4210, the 
Tupac Amaru Shakur Records Collection Act. The main purpose of the bill 
was to compel federal, state, and local authorities to publicly disclose “all 
Government records related to the life and death of Tupac Amaru Shakur” in 
order to enable the public to “become fully informed about the history sur-
rounding his life and death.” On her Web site, McKinney contended that 
Tupac (2Pac) was closely monitored by intelligence agents up to and includ-
ing the day of his death.1 While her ostensible goal was to bring to light any 
facts that might help solve 2Pac’s murder, its wider purpose was to expose 
any ongoing activities reminiscent of the government’s COINTELPRO days 
of the 1950s and 1960s, when Black activists, writers, artists, and musicians 
were routinely surveilled by the FBI and other law enforcement agencies.

Although COINTELPRO was officially discontinued in 1971, its tactics 
of surveillance and intimidation never disappeared from the rap scene. As I 
hope to demonstrate, the existence of the “hip hop cops” is simply further 
evidence of a long-standing tradition of institutional surveillance of rap as a 
whole, one that has been so pervasive and widespread that in many ways it 
has become intrinsic to the genre as we now know it. Put another way, rap is 
what it is because of surveillance, with many of its most salient lyrical, struc-
tural, and thematic features having evolved as a direct, though at times per-
haps subconscious,2 response to it. To make this point, in the first section I 
will provide a brief overview of the ways in which surveillance has played a 
crucial role in the emergence of hip hop in general and rap in particular. Then, 
in the second section, I will take a different approach, using a close analysis 
of 2Pac’s track “Can’t C Me” as a point of departure for a broader discussion 
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of the way some of contemporary rap’s themes and aesthetics are, overtly and 
subtly, shaped by the (often justified) perception of being watched.3

“You Know We’re Being Watched, You Know 
We’re Being Seen/Some Wish to Destroy This Scene  

Called Hip-Hop”4: The Resistance to Hip Hop

As Tricia Rose (1994) tells us in Black Noise, rap music has always been 
engaged in a struggle for public space amidst a “complex web of institutional 
policing . . . especially in large public space contexts” (p. 124). In fact, the 
entire hip hop movement is rooted in the struggle for public space, of claim-
ing the streets with physical presence. This was obvious in the fierce territo-
riality of the New York gang culture from which hip hop sprang, and it soon 
came to characterize hip hop performances as well, which were “traditionally 
staged within geographical boundaries that demarcate turf and territory” 
(Forman, 2000, p. 68). DJs, for example, frequently engaged in ritualized 
competition, vying for audience approval and symbolically fighting with one 
another for dominance—if only for that night—of the space in which they 
played. The same was certainly true of break dancers, who practiced and 
performed in crews or posses that controlled certain neighborhoods and who, 
during competitions, would battle for hours until a clear winner emerged. For 
these dancers, the contested space was the impromptu circle, a patch of dance 
floor that served as a virtual stage on which individuals from opposing crews 
would showcase their techniques. And for graffiti artists, the side of a train or 
the facade of a building became the figurative canvas that, once tagged, was 
marked as belonging to a particular crew or artist—at least until a rival crew 
came along and, by modifying or defacing the design, laid their own claim to 
that space.

The battle for space that was taking place between rival crews was in 
many ways paralleled by another battle between hip hoppers and the police. 
Even in its early days, hip hop drew the wary scrutiny of law enforcement. 
Break dancers, for example, were often hard pressed to find practice space 
because many potential locations were known to be under police surveillance 
(Rose, 1994). And graffiti artists, who drew the ire of city officials once their 
designs started popping up on trains in wealthy Manhattan neighborhoods, 
found themselves the targets of “an all-out war on graffiti” (“Garelik Calls,” 
1972, p. 66). At the height of the city’s assault, that war began to resemble an 
actual war as transit officials began erecting military-style barbed and razor 
wire fences around train stations and putting attack dogs behind them 
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(Castleman, 1982). At the same time, police established a special “vandal 
squad”—with clear parallels to the “hip hop cops” of today—which began 
making thousands of arrests, surveilling high-traffic graffiti areas, and step-
ping up intelligence on minority youth. It also began monitoring the activities 
of various crews, interrogating graffiti suspects, and raiding writers’ homes 
(Austin, 2001; Chang, 2005). Intrinsic to the city’s fierce attacks on graffiti in 
particular, and hip hop in general, was the deeply rooted fear that minorities 
would spread, literally or metaphorically, beyond the physical spaces set out 
for them through the de facto segregation that has long characterized 
American urban centers. The response was to watch them at all times.

Although early rappers were subject to the same police scrutiny as other 
hip hop performers, rap in its first years was less visible than it is today, 
allowing it to remain what Nas recently called “a ghetto secret.” As such it 
flew beneath the mainstream radar—that is until the release of the smash hit 
“Rapper’s Delight” in 1979, when rap’s profile suddenly began to grow far 
beyond the confines of the “ghetto” and into “the public sphere of world-
wide cultural discourse” (Dimitriadis, 1996, p. 179). When that happened, it 
was exposed to a much broader audience, and just as when the graffiti- 
covered trains began rolling through downtown New York, the response was 
often hostile. This hostility reached its peak when rappers, previously accus-
tomed to performing party-based tracks with little or no overtly political 
content, changed the rules. By the late 1980s, high-profile groups like Public 
Enemy and Boogie Down Productions on the East Coast and Ice-T and 
Niggaz With Attitude (NWA) on the West were using their music to launch 
direct attacks at institutions of power within the United States. In 1988, two 
albums in particular—Public Enemy’s It Takes a Nation of Millions to Hold 
Us Back and NWA’s Straight Outta Compton—marked an important shift 
whereby rap became a vehicle for political discourse. Both albums fearlessly 
attacked law enforcement in particular, whether it was the FBI and CIA in 
Public Enemy’s “Louder Than a Bomb” or the Los Angeles Police Department 
(LAPD) in NWA’s “F**k tha Police,” and set the stage for many other rap-
pers to do the same for years to come.

Doing so made them targets (something Public Enemy was obviously 
aware of: The group’s logo was a silhouetted man in cross hairs). Perhaps 
the most famous example of law enforcement’s targeting of rap occurred in 
1989, when Milt Ahlerich, assistant director of the FBI, took exception to 
the aforementioned “F**k tha Police” and in an unprecedented move sent a 
letter saying so to NWA’s label, Ruthless Records, and its parent company, 
Priority Records. It is rumored that shortly thereafter the FBI took measures 
to disrupt the distribution of Straight Outta Compton and tried to get NWA 
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dropped from Ruthless Records altogether (Blecha, 2004). What is uncontro-
vertibly true is that the FBI’s response triggered a response from police 
departments across the country intent on interrupting NWA’s concerts. It 
worked. In Detroit, for example, police stormed the stage when NWA began 
performing “F**k tha Police” and later detained the group members outside 
of their hotel. The effect in many other cities was less dramatic: The concerts 
were simply cancelled due to police pressure (Marsh & Pollack, 1989). The 
cancelled NWA shows were indicative of a much larger trend of venue 
resistance to rap concerts—by the late 1980s, rappers often found them-
selves unable to book shows, and even when they could, performers and 
spectators alike were subjected to intrusive searches and close surveillance.

Instances of this kind of resistance, often driven by police, abound today 
as well. In March of 2006, for example, a Snoop Dogg concert scheduled in 
Las Vegas was cancelled after pressure from local authorities.5 More recently, 
a February 2007 concert featuring Busta Rhymes at the University of 
Maryland Eastern Shore was cancelled after Maryland State Police informed 
school officials that Busta Rhymes was not cooperating satisfactorily in an 
investigation in New York related to the death of his bodyguard. And just a 
month later, the Providence Journal reported that despite warnings from the 
Providence Police Department, Jim Jones, Young Jeezy, and other members 
of the Street Dreams Tour would be permitted to perform later that month 
provided they agreed to “a series of extraordinary precautions.” Those 
included a written agreement that the performers would stay in their tour bus 
until 10 minutes before taking the stage and leave town shortly after the con-
cert. In addition, the city stipulated that both performers and concert-goers 
would be patted down by security staff, who would also use metal-detecting 
wands, laser pointers, recording devices, and cameras to monitor the per-
formance (Smith, 2007a). When the performers agreed to all of these stipula-
tions, the city license regulators added the provision that payment to the 
performers would be withheld for several hours to ensure that they left town. 
The rappers refused, and the show was ultimately cancelled (Smith, 2007b).

In the United States, the history of Black artistic expression, particularly 
music, has been a history of responding to this kind of mistrust, suspicion, 
and surveillance. The heavily coded lyrics of the earliest slave spirituals, and 
centuries later the blues, are a testament to the musicians’ constant aware-
ness of a hostile society watching their every move. To varying degrees, all 
of these musics became what they were because of it, adapting and respond-
ing in numerous ways, but none so profoundly as rap, which, in the face of 
unprecedented visibility, has internalized this public gaze so deeply that it 
has become part of its musical DNA. Much of the rest of this essay, then, is 
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a “reading of style,” an attempt to “decode” the messages on the surfaces of 
some of rap’s most prominent features.6 It is through this reading that we can 
reveal rap’s profound awareness of its (often unwelcome) visibility and the 
extent to which the genre as a whole is defined by its response to it.

“Invisible Man, Got the Whole World 
Watching”7: Being Seen and Unseen

For one, no genre thematizes surveillance more than rap music does. In a 
forthcoming article titled “Soul Train: The New Surveillance and Popular 
Music,” Gary Marx examines the lyrics of songs within a number of genres, 
pointing out and categorizing the ways in which surveillance practices loom 
large in popular music generally. Not so surprisingly, he cites several rap 
songs by artists such as NWA, 2Pac, and Ice-T, scratching the surface of the 
hundreds, even thousands, of rap songs that directly address a sense of being 
watched or followed. As any rap fan knows, beginning in the late 1980s, law 
enforcement became the most popular culprit. Gangsta rappers, for example, 
have sold millions of albums chronicling constant run-ins with police and 
(frequently unsuccessful) attempts to avoid detection, as have the more 
overtly political artists, such as Public Enemy and Boogie Down Productions, 
mentioned earlier. Many songs also include references to surveillance tech-
nologies such as phone taps, hidden cameras, and embedded computer chips, 
all put in place either by a clearly defined law enforcement agency like the 
LAPD or by a loosely defined law enforcement presence, often generically 
tagged as the FBI or CIA (a lack of precision that underscores the elusive 
nature of the surveilling element). For instance, in Goodie Mob’s “Cell 
Therapy” the recurring question asked by the chorus is, “Who’s that peeking 
in my window?” The individual rappers respond by identifying “unmarked 
black helicopters” and “soldiers coming in the dark by plane,” who, in con-
cert with organizations like the Internal Revenue Service and the United 
Nations, employ computer chips and serial-coded gates to control Blacks as 
part of a “new world plan.” While “Cell Therapy” is extreme in the amount 
of ground it covers, its preoccupation with being watched in every way and 
from every direction is a constant theme in rap music in general.

The thematic debt to surveillance is clear in songs like “Cell Therapy,” 
but in many others the debt is equally as significant if not so obvious. One 
of those songs is 2Pac’s “Can’t C Me” from his 1996, multiplatinum album, 
All Eyez on Me. As the album title suggests, 2Pac was, perhaps more than 
any other rapper, constantly aware of being watched and followed in his 
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own life, a preoccupation that is clear in many of his songs throughout his 
career. In early albums like 2Pacalypse Now, he points the finger at easily 
identifiable institutions such as the police and the legal system; in “I Don’t 
Give a F**k,” for example, he sends a “f**k you” to the San Francisco 
Police Department, the Marin County Sheriff's Department, the FBI, the 
CIA, the first President Bush, and “all you redneck prejudice mutha f**kas” 
in “AmeriKKKa.” However, as his career progresses, his lyrics become 
laden with uncertainty, at least in part because the sources of surveillance 
and betrayal are not so reliably peripheral to himself and the people he 
trusts. Law enforcement agents soon become just one part of a “psychotic 
society” that surrounds and isolates him, and as a result, his outward fears 
become increasingly introspective, leading to “frank explorations of psy-
chic strain” (Quinn, 2002, p. 196) that, as David Toop (2000) remarks, are 
“skirting close to self pity and paranoia” (p. xvii).

For many critics, the release of All Eyez on Me marked a return to the self-
assured lyrics of the past—one reviewer described the album as “slick, cock-
sure and utterly unrepentant” (Pareles, 1996, p. C13). And while it is true that 
the lyrics often celebrate being so famous that “all eyes” are watching, it is 
worth noting that 2Pac began working on the album in prison, where all eyes 
really were on him. For 2Pac (and to varying degrees, rappers in general) a 
conflict then arises: Being noticed is empowering, but an omnipresent gaze 
can, as it does in prison, represent a complete loss of control as well. It 
becomes something to both desire and avoid, creating a tension that is notice-
able in rap generally and in 2Pac’s work in particular. The song “Can’t C Me” 
embodies this tension in several ways, both structurally and lyrically.

Nowhere is this more noticeable than in the relationship between the 
album title (All Eyez on Me), which emphasizes his visibility, and the song 
title (“Can’t C Me”), which does the opposite. In the song, as in much of 
the rest of the album, 2Pac celebrates his notoriety and power when he 
claims that he is a “Boss Playa” who can make his “adversaries cry like 
hos,” but at the same time he emphasizes his elusiveness with lines like “tell 
them tricks that shot me/that they missed” and “I’m in the flesh baby, but 
you can’t see me.” Throughout the song, it becomes clear that 2Pac’s power 
is derived from his invisibility—he establishes control over his own image 
by denying everyone else’s access to it.

Spelling. Before we engage the song lyrics themselves, we should notice 
the intentional misspelling (perhaps “respelling” is more accurate) of the 
album and song titles, which is typical in rap music. This obviously has a 
political dimension—rappers intentionally disregard the spelling used by 
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the dominant culture as a challenge to its “socio-cultural and linguistic 
hegemony” (Olivo, 2001, p. 70). However, the particular respellings that 
rappers choose are often intended to represent orthographically the phonologi-
cal and syntactic features of African American Vernacular English, which 
“figures prominently in the circulation of non-mainstream meanings” (Olivo, 
2001, p. 67). Nowhere is this more apparent than in Black music, whose lyrics 
have often included lexical items whose meanings are not meant to be discern-
ible to a mainstream audience. There are countless examples of this in rap, 
allowing it to serve, in the words of Scarface, as the “only code of communicat-
ing with our people.” Geneva Smitherman has written about this in some detail. 
She acknowledges that semantic inversion (what hip hoppers call “flippin’ the 
script”) and neologism in Black speech are often intended to preserve a hidden 
form of communication among Blacks that would be “linguistically unintelli-
gible to the oppressor” (Smitherman, 1997, p. 17). She also makes the impor-
tant point that many of these terms unique to Black speech “lose their linguistic 
currency when they move into the white mainstream,” at least in part because 
the need for a “black linguistic code” (Smitherman, 1977, p. 70). It is not sur-
prising, then, that musicians, who by the nature of their craft are thrust into the 
public eye, have often been the primary sources for this code. And since rap has 
become more visible than any other form of Black artistic expression before it, 
often from the hostile sources we have already considered, it makes perfect 
sense that it has been the most bountiful source of coded words since the blues, 
evident by the numerous “dictionaries” of rap terms available in print and 
online. Respelling, then, is a graphical representation of a much larger attempt 
to encrypt a means of Black communication that, through mass distribution of 
music, has become far more accessible to the mainstream.

Along these lines, respelling is also related to the uneasiness that rappers 
have with being recorded in general, either on paper or an album. Nearly all 
of rap’s antecedents are in the oral tradition, so naturally it was originally 
predicated on live performance. While in one sense live performances exposed 
rappers to the surveillance discussed earlier, in another they actually provided 
a built-in mechanism to preserve anonymity. To quote James C. Scott (1990) 
in Domination and the Arts of Resistance, a work with many important impli-
cations for rap, “Oral traditions, due simply to their means of transmission, 
offer a kind of seclusion, control, and even anonymity” that derives from the 
fact that oral culture “exists in only impermanent forms through being spoken 
and performed” (p. 160). He goes on to say that because there is no ur-text, a 
song in oral culture is taken up and performed at the option of its listeners, 
achieving for the performers “the anonymity of collective property” and 
“protective cover.” By respelling words and symbolically taking them out of 
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the mainstream, rappers may be consciously (or subconsciously) expressing 
their uneasiness with having their anonymity compromised by the fixity of the 
written or recorded word. They are trying to evade the codification of an oth-
erwise elusive and inherently protective art form.8

Call-and-response. In “Can’t C Me,” 2Pac collaborates with George 
Clinton of Parliament, one of the most oft-sampled groups in rap, especially 
on the West Coast. 2Pac’s and George Clinton’s voices intermingle throughout 
the track, and with the addition of the female background vocals, we can 
clearly see the song’s debt to antiphonal (call-and-response) patterns that char-
acterize Black music in the United States and across the world. Essentially, 
call-and-response facilitates the involvement of the entire community in the 
production of music: There is no single musician, but rather a group of people 
that collectively creates and performs a song. This is what Christopher Small 
(1987) terms musicking, a communal approach to music that effectively erases 
the delineation between music object and performer, between performer and 
audience. The performer’s power comes from his or her ability to dissolve 
metaphorically into a fluid “musicking” process that deemphasizes the indi-
vidual in favor of the group. This relates to Scott’s idea about the anonymity 
that certain forms provide—the MC frequently raps about his own importance 
and prowess, but he does so in a distinctly collective environment into which 
he can recede and be hidden at any moment.9 The call-and-response structure 
of rap, then, which decentralizes the creative authority for a song (or any other 
performance), works to conceal as much as to reveal. The end of “Can’t C Me” 
makes this obvious: Whereas 2Pac’s and George Clinton’s voices are gener-
ally distinct throughout the song with each singing or rapping at defined 
intervals, by the end the boundaries between them break down and they start 
to overlap. Each individual becomes more and more difficult to discern as both 
men blend into an amorphous sonic collage that effectively obscures them. 
Here—and in rap generally—call-and-response formations provide an inher-
ently protective structure, one that naturally favors the kind of invisibility that 
2Pac brags that he can achieve in “Can’t C Me.”10

Sampling. In many ways, call-and-response is also embodied in sampling, 
what Richard Shusterman (1991) identifies as one of rap’s most significant 
formal innovations. Sampling, the process of taking one sound recording and 
reusing it in another, has always defined the rap aesthetic. Moreover, it clearly 
resides in a much larger tradition of Black signification through recontextu-
alization—using existing elements (words, technologies, fashions, etc.) in 
unique ways to create new meaning. As illustrated by literary theorists like 
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Henry Louis Gates Jr. (1988) and others, there is an underlying intertextuality 
within this tradition, one in which artists are, for all intents and purposes, 
calling and responding to other artists within their own tradition, effectively 
recreating the crowd of audience/performers that would otherwise become 
lost in a written or recorded medium. In sampling—and, by extension, many 
practices within the signifying tradition—we see an obscuring force achieved 
through the dispersal of artistic creation. There is no single person responsi-
ble for the creation and delivery of a song, but instead the appropriated work 
of multiple artists from various periods and genres can be integrated into a 
coherent whole, achieving what music theorist Kodwo Eshun (1998) terms 
spacetime dislocation. Because sampling is an invocation of another’s voice, 
sometimes dozens of voices from dozens of times and places in a given piece, 
it effectively works to deemphasize individual rappers and producers by 
delocalizing their presence across a vast continuum of place and time. In 
effect, rappers and producers willingly undermine their presence with sam-
pling by immersing themselves in a sonic tradition that is far greater than the 
individual. As Houston Baker Jr. (1986) puts it in his discussion of the blues, 
when Black musicians engage their tradition in this way, the result is that 
“what emerges is not a filled subject, but an anonymous (nameless) voice 
issuing from the black (w)hole” (p. 15).

Many scholars of hip hop from a variety of critical perspectives (see e.g., 
Gaunt, 1995; Potter, 1995; Rose, 1994; Smitherman, 1997) have gone on to 
emphasize the ways in which rap, through its use of sampling, also engages 
the “black (w)hole” by reappropriating the work of Black musicians.11 But, 
given rap’s vast appetite for sounds that are very often found outside of a Black 
tradition,12 Joe Schloss (2004) rightly makes the point that in rap, unlike earlier 
Black musical forms, “it is not so much the history of a community or even of 
a musical form that producers are interested in, but the history of sound 
recordings” (p. 157). It seems fair to make the generalization, then, that sam-
pling characterizes rap’s predilection for quotation more than anything else, an 
aesthetic preference that, according to Shusterman (1991), reveals rap’s under-
lying concern with ephemerality. That is, by deconstructing and reassembling 
preexisting components, regardless of their source, rap itself engages in a 
creative process “without the pretense that its own work is inviolable, that the 
artistic process is ever final,” allowing it to challenge “traditional notions 
of . . . monumentality, universality, and permanence” (Shusterman, 1991, 
pp. 618-619). Just as respelling in rap works to resist—or at least evade—the 
codification or permanence of a performance, Shusterman suggests that by 
placing the musical composition itself in a vast, ever-changing process of 
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deconstruction and re-creation, so does sampling, making the “final” product 
both fleeting and elusive in its own right.13

This, in turn, brings us to rap’s overall tendency to foreground the tech-
nological in favor of the human. This is most apparent in songs that accen-
tuate the pops and hisses in a sample, assuring us (in a reversal of traditional 
notions of authenticity) that what we are hearing is not live instrumentation, 
but a distinctly mechanized sound fragment. In rap, technological media-
tion becomes the sign of the authentic, making rap the truest incarnation of 
the Adornian “cult of the machine” in which the machine becomes the end 
itself, eclipsing any human contributions. But whereas for Adorno and 
other like-minded theorists this development was the nightmarish by-
product of unwelcome social and economic forces, in rap, it is an aesthetic 
choice, one that underscores an overall ethos of elusiveness. As we have 
seen, this is evident in sampling, but as Alexander Weheliye (2002) points 
out in “Posthuman Voices in Contemporary Black Music,” in rap and R&B 
it is also evident in the sheer number of songs that intentionally distort the 
human voice. Weheliye cites the prevalence of cell phones, thematically 
and sonically, in contemporary Black music as a prime example. One of the 
songs he considers is The Firm’s “Phone Tap,” which takes as its subject the 
FBI’s surveillance of the rappers’ invented gangster personas. In the song, 
the rappers deliver their lyrics through a muffled microphone that approxi-
mates how their voices would sound over a cell phone, which, according to 
Weheliye, “achieves a haunting effect that aestheticizes surveillance prac-
tices by incorporating them into the musical text” (p. 34). Here, the “cell 
phone effect” is put to thematic use as the rappers symbolically evade sur-
veillance by replacing their voices with digitized stand-ins. Broadly speak-
ing, it points to a trend within rap and R&B in which the human voice is 
frequently obfuscated by technological mediation. As in sampling, the 
machine mediates human presence and often overshadows it.

This takes us back (in slightly meandering fashion) to “Can’t C Me.” As 
2Pac’s and George Clinton’s voices have intertwined, a female vocal begins 
repeating the phrase “you can’t see me.” At the very end of the song, her 
voice becomes more and more distorted by a vocoder, a type of speech 
synthesizer that has become popular in rap productions, including many of 
2Pac’s.14 (Interestingly, it was originally designed to code speech commu-
nications.) Her refrain “you can’t see me” is reinforced by her vocal disap-
pearance and the increasing prominence of her synthesized equivalent. This 
repeating sequence plays out the disappearing act that 2Pac has been brag-
ging he can achieve throughout the song. Notably, though, it is not his voice 
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that becomes obscured at the end; he is already gone, out of sight if you 
will, leaving a substitute in his place.

Multiple personae. The figurative disappearing acts enabled by sampling 
and voice distortion are also embodied in MCs’ tendencies to refer to them-
selves in the third person. The first person I naturally predominates in a 
genre with such deep roots in a tradition of boasting, but it is very common 
for rappers to momentarily step outside of themselves and use the third per-
son, something we can observe quite clearly in “Can’t C Me” when 2Pac 
himself says, “f**k around with 2Pac and see how good a nigga’s aim is” or 
later in the song when he says, “Dr. Dre all day, 2Pac/Niggas can’t see me.” 
This tendency raises several important questions about identity and the dis-
sociation of the self, questions we can begin to answer when we consider 
what W. E. B. Du Bois (1903/1993) called a Black double-consciousness, 
which he describes as “this sense of always looking at one’s self through the 
eyes of others” that results in a uniquely African American “twoness” (p. 9). 
This twoness becomes the internalization of the constant scrutiny and atten-
tion from the “eyes of others.” Social psychologists use the term objective 
self-awareness to describe something very similar, and studies have demon-
strated that, consistent with Du Bois’s statement, the presence or perception 
of surveillance—or any other event that “cause[s] the individual to perceive 
himself as an object”—precipitates the emergence of this self-awareness 
(Duval & Wiklund, 1972, pp. 132-134). Given the extreme, often inescapa-
ble, scrutiny that rappers in particular face in their personal and professional 
lives, the tendency for them to embed this twoness into their lyrics is yet 
another manifestation of rap’s debt to surveillance.

Related to this twoness are the naming conventions in rap. While stage 
names are fairly common for performers in all genres of music, they are 
nearly universal in rap. As with spelling, there is a political dimension at 
work; just as many Black public figures like Malcolm X and Muhammad Ali 
refused their Christian (often equated with “White”) names and reclaimed 
their identities by renaming themselves, so too are rappers taking control for 
themselves. But as rap has tended toward preserving the rapper’s anonymity 
in its structure and lyrics, it has also done so through stage names, which 
serve to obscure the rapper’s true identity by replacing it with a substitute. 
In 2Pac’s case, for much of his career he was content to simply respell Tupac 
(his birth name) as 2Pac. However, in keeping with his increasingly paranoid 
style, he eventually invented an alter ego named Makaveli and often used 
that persona as the speaker for many of his songs. Elsewhere on All Eyez on 
Me, he refers to Makaveli as his “alias,” a word that clearly connotes a 
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preoccupation with escaping detection and one that gives us a glimpse at the 
purpose behind the widespread use of stage names in rap overall.

This, in turn, highlights an even more intriguing trend: Many rappers 
who have already created a stage name then create additional alter egos, 
effectively creating two or more layers between their “true” selves and the 
performer. Eminem’s Slim Shady, Notorious B.I.G.’s Biggie Smalls, and 
Jay Z’s Jigga Man are just a few examples, though the most extreme is 
undoubtedly the Wu Tang Clan, whose nine members, each with primary 
stage names, combine for over 70 additional aliases (RZA, 2005). Just as 
call-and-response creates multiple layers of performer, and sampling cre-
ates multiple layers of music and ownership that the rapper can hide behind, 
these name layers further obscure the artist’s identity. They also suggest 
that Du Bois’s double-consciousness is only the tip of the iceberg for Black 
entertainers, whose identities become further fractured and fragmented 
under the weight of a nearly omnipresent public gaze.

Cars and clothes. Some of rap’s most enduring symbols are responses to 
this gaze. One example is the car, which has arguably become the most 
prominent fixture in rap music, and 2Pac’s line “when I’m rollin’ by/niggas 
can’t see me” suggests one of the reasons why. The car has always been an 
important symbol of wealth and mobility in African American culture—in 
his 1963 autobiography, for example, Malcolm X frequently notes the 
iconographic status of the Cadillac in the Black community, and the impor-
tance of cars generally is readily observable in Black music and popular 
culture throughout the decades leading up to hip hop. In rap, it is almost a 
requirement that MCs mention their cars, and this is likely related to the 
privacy that vehicles afford—they are not easily surveilled, fixed spaces, 
but mobile and enclosed. It is hardly a coincidence, then, that the preferred 
driving position is laid back, deemphasizing individual presence, and that 
vehicles in rap music videos almost always have tinted windows, further 
augmenting their inherent capacity to frustrate surveillance. In the Wu Tang 
Clan song “Redbull,” Inspectah Deck rhymes, “Behind the tinted windows 
I lie low/on some hydro tryin’ to slide from the 5-0.” His reclined position 
allows him to “lie low” (literally and figuratively) and remain out of view 
of “the 5-0” (the police), as does the tinted glass, which serves to further 
obscure his presence. Here and elsewhere, the car becomes another exam-
ple of the tension between seeking attention and trying to avoid it: It is 
large, colorful, and (when appropriately waxed) gleaming, and with its 
stereo bumping, incredibly loud and difficult to ignore, yet the driver and 
its occupants often remain unidentifiable. The car, like the woman whose 
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vocals end “Can’t C Me,” becomes a prominent substitute for rappers who 
want to project themselves and protect themselves simultaneously. In his 
hugely popular, 2006 Grammy-winning track “Ridin’,” Chamillionaire (a 
telling portmanteau of chameleon and millionaire) makes this evasion-
through-substitution effect explicit. As police try to catch him “riding dirty” 
(driving while doing something illegal) they first have to see past his car:

Recline in the seat, they can see me lean,
I’m tint, so it ain’t easy to be seen,
Police see me ride by—they can see these gleam,
And my shine on the deck and the TV screen

As he reclines out of view, his tinted windows, chromed-out rims, and 
onboard television attract far more attention than he will. It is notable that 
in the video for the song, he starts off wearing a black baseball cap, but as 
soon as he appears in the car, describing his attempts to evade police sur-
veillance, the hat is suddenly camouflage, an obvious use of clothing to 
reinforce the theme of the song: evasion.

And this brings us to a discussion of the function of clothes in rap gener-
ally. In “Can’t C Me,” 2Pac does not directly address his clothing (though he 
does in other songs from this album15), but his theme of invisibility directly 
relates to another common subject in rap music: fashion. From NWA’s 
famous song “Gangsta, Gangsta,” Eazy-E’s rhyme “Here’s a lil gangsta, 
short in size/A t-shirt and Levi’s is his only disguise” (emphasis mine) tells 
at least one of the stories of hip hop fashion. Clothing, like cars, has served 
to both emphasize and obscure the rap artist. Hip hop fashion has certainly 
changed over the years, but in the United States and abroad, one of its endur-
ing characteristics has been that it is oversized. Rappers wear jeans that are 
several sizes too large so that they will ride low on the waist, their tee shirts 
or jerseys are always XL or larger and hang well below the waist, the hoods 
on sweatshirts are often pulled up, and sneakers or boots are frequently 
unlaced, making them appear larger than normal. On one hand, these large 
clothes serve to exaggerate the MC’s size and physical presence, much in 
keeping with the braggadocio common in rap lyrics. However, they also 
serve the obvious function of obscuring or disguising the rapper as well. So 
too do the fashion accessories common to hip hop: hats and bandanas, 
obscuring the face, and sunglasses (or “locs”), which allow one’s eyes to see 
without being seen. Even the large pieces of jewelry around the neck and 
face, and the black ink tattoos, now a mainstay for modern rappers, can, 
within the context of our discussion, be read as a type of urban dress code 
that simultaneously attracts attention and provides camouflage.
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The origins of this fashion can be traced to many sources, but two are 
particularly germane to this discussion. The first is graffiti—taggers not 
only operated under the cover of darkness, but they were some of the first 
in the hip hop movement to wear baggy, oversized sweatshirts because they 
functioned to conceal their identity and, in many cases, stolen cans of spray 
paint (George, 1998). Hence, one of the few trends to have survived in an 
otherwise constantly changing fashion scene is one whose function it was 
to conceal identity and frustrate surveillance. The second source is prison. 
Not only did gangsta rappers popularize wearing denim prison uniforms, 
but the larger trend toward baggy clothing is derived from prison clothes 
that would sag once the authorities confiscated the belts and shoe laces of 
inmates (Hochswender, 1992). The extent to which rappers now “hide 
beneath prison-inspired clothing” (Dyson, 2007, p. 55) is indicative of the 
profound effect that prison culture, which embodies surveillance practices 
in every way possible, has had on rap music as a whole.

For evidence of this, we need not look further than “Can’t C Me,” in which 
2Pac mentions his record label, Death Row Records, and dedicates his song 
to the “thug niggas in lock down.” As any rap fan or even casual listener 
knows, it would be difficult to overstate the role of prison culture on the 
themes and lyrics of rap music as a whole. The reasons are obvious. For one, 
the list of rappers who have served time reads like the rap music hall of fame: 
Some well-known examples include Slick Rick, Dr. Dre, Notorious B.I.G., 
50 Cent, and DMX. Perhaps the most famous example is 2Pac himself, who 
was not only in jail in his mother’s womb,16 but also served nearly a year in 
jail for sexual abuse, no doubt explaining his particular distaste for authorities 
and preoccupation with being watched. Add to this list producers and others 
involved in the rap industry, and the sheer number of names begins to explain 
how rap is defined by a culture of incarceration and surveillance.

In fact, what it means to be young, Black, and male is in many ways 
defined by this same culture. Incarceration rates have nearly quadrupled since 
1980, and at present, the United States, with 5% of the world’s population, 
houses 25% of its inmates. Despite representing less than 13% of the popula-
tion, Blacks represent nearly half of those incarcerated in the United States. 
The numbers for Black males in particular are shocking. By the mid-1990s, 
nearly one in three Black men between the ages of 20 and 29 was under some 
form of correctional control (Mauer, 2006), and based on current trends, 
nearly one in three Black males born today can expect to spend time in prison 
(Bonczar, 2003). The result is that the specter of incarceration—of being 
isolated, controlled, observed at every moment—looms large among young 
Black men in the United States, even those who have never ridden in the back 
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seat of a police car or seen the inside of a jail cell. Institutional surveillance 
is not literally omnipresent, but it has become pervasive enough that it might 
as well be. For Black men, the criminal justice system functions something 
like Bentham’s Panopticon, an imposing tower that embodies the ever- 
present threat of surveillance and induces “a state of conscious and perma-
nent visibility” (Foucault, 1975/1995, p. 201).

Conclusion

At first glance, no genre appears to be more suited to “permanent visibility” 
than rap music. After all, it is easily located within a broad and multifaceted 
tradition of boasting and self-aggrandizement (see Toop, 2000, pp. 29-46) that 
has long privileged the larger-than-life individual and his (and, less often, her) 
hyperbolic exploits. Moreover, as it evolved, rap became more confrontational 
and unabashedly antagonistic toward America’s power structures, suggesting 
a willingness, a desire even, to draw the scrutiny of the world around it. For 
this reason, it has been deceptively simple to read rap music as a genre of pres-
ence, as part of a movement to give voice to marginalized people who are 
“trying to be seen, heard, felt” (Powell, 2002). In the words of William Jelani 
Cobb (2007), at the core of rap and hip hop’s being is a “refusal to exist as 
unseen and unseeable” (p. 109). This view, or some permutation of it, has 
become the standard-issue story in both popular and scholarly works devoted 
to rap and hip hop, and while it is obviously valid, it ignores an important 
countervailing tendency toward invisibility, one that has been significant in 
defining Black music as a whole and rap music in particular.

Near the end of “Can’t C Me,” 2Pac taunts with “Right before your eyes, 
I’ll disappear from here” and “I know it’s hard nigga—I’m all up in your 
face, but you still can’t see me.” This intersection of presence and absence, 
visibility and invisibility, occurs throughout All Eyez on Me, giving lyrical 
expression to the often hidden tension between the two that has always 
defined rap music. The analysis here has focused on the less explored half 
of that tension, considering several lyrical and structural features that oper-
ate, literally and symbolically, to conceal performers who have been 
exposed to ever-present surveillance of their personal and professional 
lives. This is an area that is fertile ground for more research and inquiry. 
Not only is there considerably more to be said about each of the features 
enumerated here, but when rap is seen through the critical lens of surveil-
lance, several other prominent characteristics emerge that are inextricably 
linked to, in the words of George Clinton, “The blind stares of a million 
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pairs of eyes.” Without that lens, we risk remaining blind ourselves to one 
of the most significant influences of the genre.

Notes

 1. McKinney’s Congressional Web site, which is no longer available because she was not 
reelected, only said that Shakur was monitored “until his death,” but in an interview with The 
Daily Colonial, her spokesman was quoted as saying that “apparently there were people that 
were surveying him at the time of his murder” (Abnos, 2005).

 2. As Hebdige (1979) tells us in his own treatment of punk, a subcultural response to the 
dominant culture “can take place beneath the consciousness of the individual members” (p. 105).

 3. Of course, no one song can bear the entire weight of the kind of broad-based analysis 
I hope to offer, and for this reason, I frequently use “Can’t C Me” as a conduit to other songs 
and artists in order to show the wider applicability of my discussion. With that said, “Can’t C 
Me,” with its thematic emphasis on invisibility, makes for a very useful exemplar, one where 
form and content work to reinforce the analysis presented here.

 4. From Boogie Down Productions’ “Stop the Violence.”
 5. Snoop Dogg has been a target internationally as well. In March of 2007, he was denied 

permission to enter the United Kingdom for the second time after a well-publicized brawl with 
authorities at London’s Heathrow airport.

 6. I borrow these terms from Hebdige’s (1979) Subculture—The Meaning of Style, a work 
that continues to be relevant to contemporary hip hop scholarship. With that said, the analysis 
that I attempt here reaches beyond the confines of the semiotics-based analysis that Hebdige 
helped to popularize.

 7. From Mos Def’s “Hip Hop.” His reference here is undoubtedly to Ellison’s Invisible 
Man, an important work that tackles the contradiction of achieving identity through invisibility.

 8. The most obvious example of this evasion is apparent in NWA’s album Efil4zaggin, 
which is “Niggaz 4 Life”—itself a respelling—printed backwards to frustrate the reading of 
censors who might object to any permutation of the word nigger in an album title.

 9. A physical manifestation of this environment is the cipher. This circular formation, 
which has clear ties to the popular ring dances of African culture, is a highly insular and pro-
tective structure that is (not so coincidentally) prominent throughout hip hop, most notably in 
break dancing and freestyle rapping competitions.

10. In fact, the very structure of the modern rap group that allows for call-and-response 
could be said to originate from the performer’s need for such obscuration. The three men gener-
ally credited with beginning hip hop music—DJ Kool Herc, Afrika Baambaataa, and 
Grandmaster Flash—were all DJs, not rappers. In the earliest days, although they were the 
headliners at most performances, they shared the spotlight with break dancing crews who would 
often dance right in front of the DJ and attract the audience’s attention. With the decline of 
break dancing and the increasing popularity of DJ performances, however, the audience’s atten-
tion was directed solely at the DJ, placing him in the uncomfortable position of being watched 
by everyone. According to Grandmaster Flash, people would begin dancing but then “everyone 
would gather around and watch the deejay. That was dangerous” (Hager, 1984, 
p. 47). It was dangerous because people who got too close might be scoping out the DJ’s expen-
sive equipment or, perhaps worse, trying to figure out what albums he used to create his mixes. 
In response, it became common practice to scratch off the part of the album labels that revealed 
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the artist or to soak the albums in bath water to remove the labels entirely (George, 1993/2004). 
With this increasing need for privacy, it is no surprise that at this very point in the evolution of 
hip hop music, the MC emerged, adding an additional layer to the performance. By the late 
1970s, nearly every DJ had at least one MC out front, effectively redirecting the crowd’s atten-
tion away from the DJ. The MC became, in the words of Flash, “a diversionary tactic,” one that 
kept the crowd’s eyes off the DJ, providing the anonymity that he desired. This “diversionary 
tactic” soon became the rule for rap music—in today’s performances, the MCs take center stage, 
and the DJs are almost always located to the back, often elevated several feet above the audience 
and their fellow performers, which raises them to a level of prominence while simultaneously 
keeping their movements hidden from the collective gaze of the audience.

11. It is true that the most frequently sampled artists are Black. According to The-Breaks.
com, the five most sampled artists are, in order, James Brown (far and away the most sam-
pled), Kool and the Gang, Parliament, Sly and the Family Stone, and the J.B.s. Of the next 
five, only one—Bob James—is not Black.

12. From the very beginning, DJs like Afrika Baambaataa were known for their eclectic 
arrangements that might combine a traditional source like James Brown with pieces from The 
Rolling Stones, Grand Funk Railroad, or something like the theme from The Pink Panther. 
Since then, modern producers have been mining all of popular culture (from television com-
mercials and video games to Kung Fu movies) for sources of new sounds.

13. Shusterman (1991) goes on to make an important point. Rap not only highlights its 
own ephemerality through sampling, but also through its lyrics, which often emphasize spe-
cific localities (individual cities, neighborhoods, or blocks) and particular dates (often the year 
in which the song or album was created). These added details function similar to coded 
language—they serve as linguistic markers that identify an intended audience, thereby tacitly 
excluding others. They also suggest a rejection of the universal in favor of the impermanent 
and parochial, perhaps as a countermeasure to the growing popularity and visibility of rap as 
an art form. In other words, mass distribution may provide global access to the music, but the 
implication is that such access is symbolically limited. For an important discussion of how 
articulations of space serve to define individual and collective identities, see Murray Forman’s 
(2002) The ’Hood Comes First: Race, Space, and Place in Rap and Hip-Hop.

14. The Auto-Tune pitch correcting processor has become a popular alternative. With 
extreme parameter values, Auto-Tune creates an effect similar to that of a vocoder. The most 
well-known practitioner of Auto-Tune is T-Pain, who uses it to distort his voice on nearly all 
of his tracks. His Auto-Tuned voice has become ubiquitous on rap tracks in the past few years; 
since 2006, he has appeared on albums with a number of rappers, including Kanye West, Bow 
Wow, Fabolous, E-40, Plies, Lil Wayne, T.I., and Flo Rida.

15. In “California Love,” for example, he describes the “Locs [sunglasses] and khaki suits” 
that comprise the California (West Coast) dress code.

16. His mother, Afeni Shakur, was in jail for her affiliation with the Panther 21, a group of 
Black Panthers jailed and tried for conspiracy to blow up a number of sites in New York City. 
They were all acquitted.

Discography

2Pac. (1991). I don’t give a fuck. On 2Pacalypse now [CD]. New York City: Jive.
2Pac. (1996). California love. On All eyez on me [CD]. United States: Koch.
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